BEST FOR
YEAR-ROUND
CAMPING
VANGO
HURRICANE £300 - £345
The British weather can be unforgiving in the spring, but that shouldn’t
stop you spending time in the outdoors, especially when you can make
use of Vango’s collection of technical tents, like the Hurricane, which is
built to withstand the most unfriendly of conditions. It has a Protex
SPU 5000 ripstop nylon flysheet and a sewn in groundsheet made of
HD Nylon 6000, to protect against the wet ground. The Powerlite
7001-T6 alloy poles are light, flexible and durable, so strong winds
shouldn’t be a problem.
As the name suggests, the Hurricane is super strong. It doesn’t have
any porch space (althought this isn’t strictly true, as there’s still a bit of
room to stick your head out to cook up a quick snack without hitting
the elements head on), instead it has a gear loft to keep your
belongings close by without taking up floor space. The Hurricane also
has front and rear flysheet doors, which makes getting in and out
easier. There are plenty of interior pockets for storage and and the
door is a rain stop flyseet.
☛ vango.co.uk

BOGINABAG £19.95
We’ve all been there – miles from
anywhere and no convenient spot
for... erm... relieving oneself! This is
where BoginaBag comes in,
making for a comfortable,
lightweight solution to your
problem. It’s essentially a handy
stool, so you get two products for
the price of one, and when nature
calls, you can slip it out of its
hardwearing cover, insert one of
the specially designed, degradable
waste bags, relax... and relieve!
The bag completely covers the
stool, which makes it all pretty
hygienic. Once you have finished
you remove the bag, tie the top
using the handles and dispose of
it. BoginaBag is the brainchild of
Kate Castle, a married mother of
two and keen camper. “After
hunting around for a portable
toilet and dismissing the bulky
chemical based options I decided I
would develop my own alternative.”
☛ boginabag.com

HERE’S ONE
SPIDER THAT’S
NOT SCARY
13*.64&YQSFTT4QJEFSis our newest,
lightest, all-season, remote cartridge stove.
Weighing under 200g, it has a small pack
size and stows neatly into its mini stuff sack.
It’s strong and stable enough even for big
pans. A pre-heating tube and heat reflector
ensure reliable performance even in cold
weather, without flare ups, and it can work
with Primus EtaPower pots to increase its
already high efficiency rate.
Small. Stable. Rugged.
We love our Spiders.
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BEST FOR
BEING
CAUGHT
SHORT

Primus stoves are available through leading outdoor retailers nationwide
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